WOOD OR WOODEN STUD

Cubby™

F (boss)

INSTALLATION TEMPLATE

H (screw cap)

E
G

DO NOT USE THE INCLUDED
PLASTIC DRYWALL ANCHORS

1 inch
(2.54 cm)

A

1) Hold template against wall in desired position.
2) (Optional) Use a bubble-level tool to ensure level.
3) With pencil or thumbtack, poke holes at (A) and
(B) on template, so that the wall is marked.
4) A
 t each mark, drill a pilot hole into wood. (If using
included screws, use a 1/8” bit, or smaller.)

B

5) Screw (E) into top hole until it is flush with wall.
6) Since Cubby will rest on this screw (E), it 		
needs to extend out from the wall. Unscrew it
approximately 1-1/2 turns.

IMPORTANT !

This template should be printed out
at actual size. Often printer default
settings will shrink the image size to fit
the page. Please ensure that this has
not happend by verifying the correct
distance between (A) and (B) as 1”.

7) Put Cubby onto extended screw by placing the
boss (F) over screw head (E).
8) Make sure that Cubby sits flush to the wall and
does not rock. Rocking can happen if the screw
is extending too far outward. If this occurs, 		
screw-in the screw (E) a little bit more.
9) Push the remaining screw (G) through the hole in
the screw cap (H), oriented as pictured above.
10) Place Cubby on the wall and screw-in the screw
(G) until firmly secured.
11) Only after satisfied with the installation, reach
inside Cubby to close the screw cap (H). The cap
snaps securely and does not easily open again.

Wood Installation

Legal disclaimer: This product is sold “as is”
and without any expressed or implied warranties.
Cubby™ liability, if any, is limited to the replacement
or refund of the original purchase price upon return
of product. The performance of this product is
subject to variable conditions.

When de-installing Cubby from wall, it is helpful to use a pair of pliers to
squeeze the screw cap (H) to pop it open, providing access to the screw.

